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Modern and stylish reusable mask







XDDESIGN x  Viraloff Protection Reusable Mask

Product Size :15*11cm
Material: Nanofibers 
Imprint: Pad Printing 
Packing: pouch

Key features: 
Kill germs and virus – 99% (SGS testing report) 
Hyproof® nano fibers filters x 5 included , used up to 1000 hrs
Carrying pouch included Washable 
Custom logo available 



XD Mask - Testing Report -
P265.87 breathability  (mask + 
filter)

Mask –test 

Nano fiber Filter 
BFE> 96%, PFE> 
96% 

HS CODE : 6307900010.

The carton size is 
61.5 x 39 x 32.5 cm, 180pcs /per carton, 
net weight 5.40kg, gross weight 6.40kg. 
unite product set is 30g, 
box sizes is 15.5 x 12.5 x 2 cm.



•500pcs – HK$62.3/pcs

•1000pcs - HK$58.7/pcs

•2000pcs – HK$$55.9/pcs

Pre-order price: 

XDDESIGN x Viraloff Protection Reusable Mask

Product highlights 

1. The technology: the mask itself is made with Viral off ® fabric, as briefly explained in the presentation 
the fabric is treated with a material that kills up to 99% of the bacteria and viruses that are 
caught in the fabric. It’s therefor self cleaning in a sense. 

2. 1 mask per set (available in 3 different colors) with 5 filters and a pouch to carry the mask 
and filter when not using them. The pouch is made of corrugated carton and is simple in use. 

3. The filters are made of Hyproof® nano fibers that help with proper filtration but more 

importantly are washable up to 10x. Each filter can be used up to 200 hrs, so with the package you’ll have a 1000 
hrs of usage. The product is in no way of medical grade but adheres to Afnor Spec S76-001
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